
Moving from Problem-Oriented
to Solution-Oriented

Week 14

When we are first confronted with a problem, usually, the PROBLEM is all we can see. If the 
problem hits us out of the blue, (as problems often do) it sometimes takes time to adjust to 
the fact that we even have a problem. And this adjustment time is almost always when we 
experience the most stress. It could take seconds, minutes, hours, even days to adjust to our 
new reality, depending on the size of the problem. For this period of time we become prob-
lem-oriented. (As you will soon see, the trick to managing our stress is to become solution-ori-
ented.)
 
Maybe a tree falls on your house, maybe your teenager gets expelled from school, maybe you 
didn’t get the promotion you were counting on, or maybe you find out that your car needs a 
new transmission. These are all examples of big problems that may take extra time to get 
used to. Right after we FIRST hear the bad news, we tend to focus entirely on the problem 
which only increases our stress: this problem is terrible; it stinks; why does this stuff always hap-
pen to me? We sometimes even react to trivial problems in this way!
 
Don’t expect yourself to think clearly or to do ANY form of creative prob-
lem-solving in this agitated state. In order to move through it, you need 
to calm down first. Try repeating silently to yourself: How can I SOLVE 
this problem; How can I SOLVE this problem; or take a few deep 
breaths to help calm down; or if it’s a really big problem, remove 
yourself from the problem long enough (sometimes a relaxing evening 
plus one good night’s sleep will do the trick) to adjust to ACCEPTING the fact 
that you HAVE a problem.

exercise
5 Minutes

When you first are confronted with a problem that hits you a little harder than most, watch five minutes of one 
of the relaxation videos on MyStressTools in the video catalog section. After you have had enough time to calm 
down, see if you can focus on SOLVING your stressful problem.
MyStressTools.com: Videos

NEXT WEEK: Sleep On it
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